Celebration of Excellence
2017 Awards

Lakshmi Memorial Award
Amanda Gregoris
Brittney Miller
Kyle Springer

DBS Teaching Award
Ronald Batallas-Huacon
Ian Burns
Margarete Dettlaff
Jens Herzog
Danielle Peters
Kyle Springer
Hallie Street
Denise Whitford
Sonya Widen
Chelsea Willis

ISS Instructor Appreciation
Perrin Beatty
Arthur Whiting

Outstanding TA
Ian Burns
Danyel Evseev
Jens Herzog
Brittney Miller
Danielle Peters
Nicole Phillips
Niall Pollock
Sattar Soltani
Ron Togunov
Michael Wong
Kevin Yoon
Linh Nguyen

FGSR Teaching Award
Anna Bramucci
Kate Broadley
Erin Campbell
Lindsay James
Kacey Mackowetzky
Brittney Miller
Brennan Stettner
Mike Wong

GS Teaching Assistant Award
Kevin Yoon

GSA Service Award
Alexandra Beatty

Non Academic Staff Award
Cecilia Anders

Government of Alberta Graduate Citizenship
Elly McKnight

Bill Samuel GS Service Award
Michelle Campbell
Michele Duval
Francesca Jean
Kara MacAulay
Phil Oel

UA MSc Recruitment Scholarship
Jacalyn Normandeau

Governor General's Gold Medal
Amanda Kahn

NSERC CGS-M
Catherine Bannon
Meghan Beale
Anna Bishop
Maria Cavaco
Erin Henderson
George Kinley
Erin MacDonald
Mark McAllister
Jaclyn McCutcheon
Jacalyn Normandeau
Matthew Rhodes
Justin Shave
Reegan Willms

NSERC Vanier
Albert Remus Rosana
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NSERC CGS-D
Amy Johnson
Albert Remus Rosana
Sarah Shakil

NSERC PGS-D
Charlotte Brown
Elizabeth Triscott
Kevin Yoon

China Scholarship Council
Chenjie Fei

Colciencias
Giovanny Fagua Gonzalez

Conacyt
Rodrigo Margain Quevedo
Natalia Lifshitz

Fincyt
Juan More Bayona

FoS Dissertation Award
Leonardo Galindo Gonzalez
Brent Weber

IGA
Mitchell Johnsen

Martin J Petz Memorial Graduate Award
Christie Morrison

DBS 3MT
Casey Carlisle
Amanda Jorgensen
Nathan Grant

UofA 3MT
Spencer Balay
Danyel Evseev
Nathan Grant
Amanda Jorgensen

AB Society of Professional Biologists Scholarship
Elly Knight

Ben Karvonen Memorial Award in Plant Biology
Brittney Miller

Bill Shostak Wildlife Award
Julia Shonfield

Becky Sjare Graduate Award in Biology
Kyra St. Pierre

BMO Financial Group Graduate Scholarship
Fabini Orata

Donald M Ross Scholarship
Alex Clifford

Dr. Alan Birdsall Memorial Scholarship
Christie Morrison

Dr. Edwin A Cossins Graduate Scholarship in Plant Molecular Biology
Carla de Agostini Verna

Graduate Scholarship in Vertebrate Paleontology
Ilaria Paparella

Julia O Hrapko Graduate Scholarship in Plant Ecology
Kelsey Jones

Kay Ball Memorial Graduate Student Research Travel Award
Javier Luque

Nestor and Sue Cebuliak Graduate Award
Kathleen Keenan

Steve and Elaine Antoniuk GS in Arctic Research
Alireza Saidi-Mehrabad

Susan Eberlein Graduate Scholarship in Genetics
Carla de Agostini Verna

Graduate Student Travel Award
Alaina Nicole Terpstra